Central Bucks East High School
Emma Angotti, “Footed Bowl,” NFS
Hanna Bauer, “Served Me a (Neon) Sign,” NFS
Nisha Bhatt, “Anjali,” NFS
Brooke Grant, “Untitled,” $50
Lauren King, “Tyo,” $200
Taylor Kopew, “Col Pot,” NFS
Lindsay Marshall, “Still Life,” $200
Kassandra Taverenar, “Gourd,” NFS
and “Self Portrait,” NFS
Vicki Wirkijowski, “Still Life,” $250

Central Bucks West High School
Matthew Anderson, “Time Out of Mind,” NFS
Rylee Casse, “Six String,” NFS
Ryan Carbone, “Mischief of Nemesis,” NFS
Remy DeRoma, “Dryad,” NFS
Paige Katona, “Hatching,” NFS
Jocelyn Lugo, “Winding River,” NFS
Emily Omersi, “Wooden Dress Form,” $980
Merechit Puda, “Ballerina,” NFS
Rebecca Watson, “Flight Patterns,” $125

Council Rock North High School
Julianne Boyd, “Heart,” NFS
Kyrie Clemmer, “Addiction,” NFS
Jessica Hinterberger, “Dyad,” NFS
DeLila Pereira, “Crescent Necklace,” NFS
Greti Roll, “Greta,” NFS
Michelle Sun, “Ocean in White,” NFS

Council Rock South High School
Julia Davis, “Used Brushes,” NFS
Sarah Foisy, “Fireside Cabinet,” NFS
Kelsey Gallagher, “Broken Opposition,” NFS
Sophia Gereta, “Afternoon in Brooklyn,” NFS
Grace Laggan, “Untitled,” NFS
Ariel Meltzer, “Why,” NFS
Taylor Radcliffe, “Costae,” NFS

Ewing High School
Jamil Long, “Marbled Orb,” $50
Michael Maciok, “The Black Cat,” $100
Kayla Masor, “Lovebug,” NFS
and “Winter Still Life,” NFS
Jamar Patterson, “Slab HOUSE,” NFS
and “Slab Aloe Plant,” NFS
Ellen Pietsch, “Sad Lunch,” NFS

Morgan Sebasto, “Wide Open,” NFS
Zhanne Smith, “Just Zhane,” $75
Dana Weber, “Parda,” $75

George School
Stephanie Cajamarca, “Rinna I,” $100
Mia Civitillo, “Petal,” NFS
Ethan Cohen, “Wall Hung Shelf,” NFS
Agnes Gummere, “Untitled,” $125
Chloe Hannah-Druillard, “Autumn and Friends,” $100
Juliette Jeffers, “Grandmother’s Arm,” $100
Lexi Roberts, “Untitled,” $75
Maddie Tong, “The Bottle,” $130
Thy Tran, “Untitled,” $150

Hillsborough High School
Rhea Bolar, “Glow,” $75
Derek Elwood, “Untitled,” $200
Ryan Larkowski, “Graffiti,” $50
Katrina Macaro, “Smile,” $50
Ashini Patel, “Anya,” NFS
Ryan Szoja, “Through a Window,” NFS
Emma Thompson, “Wedding Agamograph,” NFS

Holy Ghost Preparatory School
Sean Hayes, “Alcatraz,” NFS
Thomas Horgan, “Tower Bridge,” NFS
Robert Palermo, “Old Glory,” NFS
Brandon Rudolph, “Feelings,” NFS
Carter Takita, “Eggs on Cloth,” NFS
John Teesdale, “State Road,” NFS
Cameron Zlubey, “Ronaldo,” NFS

The Hun School
Alvaro Aguilar, “I Heart,” $75
Nicole Chan, “Moody Blues,” $70
Tanvi Koduru, “The Abyss,” NFS
Carmel Monckton, “Oops I Think I Lost It,” $96
Chris Renna, James Neglig, “Dichotomy,” $100
Emily Taylor, “(Insanity),” $80
Fadakemi Tejuoso, “Opening Dows,” NFS
Sherry Wu, “Untitled,” $90
Nina Yoo, “Chick (n) Egg,” $96

Hunterdon Central Regional High School
Isabella Carrega, “Street Photography,” NFS
Maria DeGenova, “The Little Prince,” NFS
Jessica Gass, “Self Portrait,” NFS
Kali Huck, “Untitled,” $150

Emmy LeFevre, “Convolution,” NFS
Keyler Mazariogos, “Stone Bull,” NFS
Abigail Rugg, “Jar of Joy,” NFS
Nicole Sadlon, “Ceramic Handcarved Bowl,” NFS
Katarina Stefanik, “Pomegranate,” NFS

New Hope-Solebury High School
Jennie DiMola, “Self Portrait,” NFS
Morgan Grabarz, “Still Life,” NFS
Travis Goodman, “Still Life,” NFS
Emma Goodwin, “Still Life,” NFS
Eddie Krejsa, “Self Portrait,” NFS
Katie Yandle, “Self Portrait,” NFS

The Pennington School
Daniel Alessi, “Walked On,” $50
Qiwei Elvina Ba, “Aquarium Squared,” NFS
Kevin Barkley, “Burnt Out,” NFS
Tereza Bohmova, “It Doesn’t Look Like Me,” NFS
Brennan Bull, “Goat Hill near Pennington NJ,” $65
Margaret Gordon, “Everything Happens for a Reason,” NFS
Jin Woo John Kim, “Who Am I,” NFS
Patrick McLoughlin, “939 Horses,” $65
Emmanuel Nwandum, “Passage of Time,” NFS
Kyra Quilty, “Alcatraz, San Francisco,” $85

Solebury School
Alex Babci, “Figure,” $225
Katherine Gregory, “Candy,” NFS
Leah Hunt, “Contrast Portrait,” $225
Charlotte Martin, “Collage,” NFS
Caitlyn Miller, “Jester Hat,” NFS
Alexis Molot, “Untitled,” NFS
Michael Riggio, “Library,” NFS
Bianca Sessegolo, “Untitled,” NFS
Kate Voynow, “Trees,” $225
Danny Wang, “Ships,” NFS

Stuart Country Day School
Emma Brigaud, “Golcen Major, Silver Minor,” $150
Julia Kohn, “Submerged,” $150
Janani Krishan, “Weeping Orchids,” $150
Camryn McAllister, “Dead Souls,” $150
Chloe Petraske, “Circus of the Night,” $150
Elizabeth Sochka, “The Lost,” $150
Eloise Yang, “Electrolights,” $150